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Abstract

Taking the temporal dimension into account during the
analysis of Web usage data has become a necessity since
the way a site is visited may well evolve due to modifica-
tions in the structure and content of the site, or even due
to changes in the behavior of certain user groups. Conse-
quently, the models associated with these behaviors must be
continuously updated. One solution to this problem is to up-
date these models using summaries obtained by means of an
evolutionary approach based on clustering methods. To do
this, we carry out various clustering strategies that are ap-
plied on time sub-periods. We compare the results obtained
using this method with those reached by traditional global
analysis.

1. Introduction

The access patterns to Web pages are indeed of a dy-
namic nature, due both to the on-going changes in the con-
tent and structure of the Web site and to changes in the
users’ interest. The access patterns can be influenced by cer-
tain parameters of a temporal nature, such as the time of the
day, the day of the week, recurrent factors (summer/winter
vacations, national holidays, Christmas) and non-recurrent
global events (epidemics, wars, economics crises, the World
Cup).

Web Usage Mining (WUM) [2] [12] consists in extract-
ing interesting information from files which register Web
usage traces (log files). Most methods in this domain take
into account the entire period during which usage traces
were recorded, the results obtained naturally being those
which prevail over the total period. Consequently, cer-
tain types of behaviors, which take place during short sub-

periods are not detected and thus remain unknown by tra-
ditional methods. It is however important to study these
behaviors and thus carry out an analysis related to signifi-
cant time sub-periods. It will then be possible to study the
temporal evolution of users’ profiles by providing descrip-
tions that can integrate the temporal aspect. Furthermore,as
the volume of mined data is great, it is important to define
summaries to represent user profiles.

WUM has recently started to take account of temporal
dependence in usage patterns. In [9], the authors survey the
work to date and explore the issues involved and the out-
standing problems in temporal data mining by means of a
discussion about temporal rules and their semantic. In addi-
tion, they investigate the confluence of data mining and tem-
poral semantics. Recently in [7], the authors outline meth-
ods for discovering sequential patterns, frequent episodes
and partial periodic patterns in temporal data mining. They
also discuss techniques for the statistical analysis of such
approaches. Notwithstanding these considerations, the ma-
jority of methods in the WUM are applied on the entire pe-
riod that covers all the available data. Consequently, these
methods reveal the most predominant behaviors in data, and
the interesting short-term behaviors which could occur dur-
ing short periods of time are not taken into account. For
example, when the data analysed is inserted into a dynamic
domain related to a potential long period of time (such as in
the case of Web log files), it is to be expected that behaviors
evolve over time.

These considerations have given rise to many studies in
data analysis, especially concerning the adaptation of tradi-
tional static data-based methods to the dynamic data frame-
work. In this line of research, we use summaries obtained
by an evolutionary clustering approach applied over time
sub-periods to carry out a follow-up of the user profile evo-
lution.



This article is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
the benchmark data set analysed. Section 3 describes the
proposed clustering approach based on time sub-periods
and discusses the results analysis. The final section presents
the conclusion and suggestion for future work.

2. Usage data

As a case study, we use a benchmark Web site from
Brazil 1. This site contains a set of static pages (details of
teaching staff, academic courses, etc.) and dynamic pages
(see [4][3][10][11] for an analysis of this part of the site).
We studied the accesses to the site from 1st July 2002 to
31st May 2003.

Concerning the Web usage data pre-processing, we adopt
the methodology proposed by [13] who defines anavigation
as a succession of requests not more than 30 minutes apart,
coming from the same user. In order to analyse the more
representative traces of usage, we selected long navigations
(containing at least 10 requests and with a total duration of
at least 60 seconds) which are assumed to have originated
from human users (the ratio between the duration and num-
ber of requests must be at least 4, which means a maximum
of 15 requests per minute). This was done in order to extract
human navigations and exclude those which may well have
come from Web robots. The elimination of short naviga-
tions is justified by the search for usage patterns in the site
rather than simple accesses (performed by a search engine,
for example) which do not generate a trajectory in the site.
After filtering and eliminating outliers, we obtained a total
of 138,536 navigations.

3. Clustering approach based on time sub-
periods

The approach proposed in this article consists initially
in dividing the analysed time period into more significant
sub-periods (in our case, the months of the year) with the
aim of discovering the evolution of old patterns or the emer-
gence of new ones, which would not have been revealed by
a global analysis over the whole time period. After that, a
clustering method is carried out on data of each sub-period,
as well as over the complete period. The results provided
for each clustering are then compared.

Concerning the clustering itself, we carried out four
types of clustering:

• Global clustering: this clustering is performed on all
existing navigations. By intersecting the obtained clus-
ters with the temporal partition, global clustering gen-
erates a partition in each temporal group.

1This web site is available at the following address:
http://www.cin.ufpe.br/

• Local independent clustering: this clustering is per-
formed on the set of navigations occurring in each time
sub-period separately. We have one clustering for each
month of the period analysed. The final partitions are
thus independent.

• Local “previous” clustering : this clustering can be
performed by starting from another clustering when
the algorithm is able to assign new individuals to pre-
vious clusters. We thus use the clustering results per-
formed on the preceding time sub-period to obtain a
partition on the navigations belonging to the current
time sub-period.

• Local dependent clustering: this clustering can be
performed by an iterative algorithm like the dynamic
clustering algorithm, initialised in an adapted way.
Here, we initialise the algorithm with the prototypes
of the clusters from the previous time sub-period.

3.1. The algorithm and evaluation criteria

Our method uses an adapted version of the dynamic clus-
tering algorithm [1][5] [8] applied on a data table contain-
ing the navigations in its rows and real-value variables in its
columns (for example: number of successful requests, num-
ber of repeated requests, total duration, number of trans-
fered bytes in a navigation, etc). As a distance measure,
we adopt the Euclidean distance. For all the experiments,
we defined ana priori number of clusters equal to 10 with
a maximum number of iterations equal to 100. The num-
ber of random initialisations is equal to 100, except when
the algorithm is initialised with the results obtained froma
previous execution.

To analyse the results, we apply two criteria. For a clus-
ter by cluster analysis, we compute the F-measure [14]. To
compare two partitions, we look for the best representation
of the cluster A in the first partition by a cluster B in the
second partition, i.e., we look for the best match between
the clusters of two partitions. This gives us as many values
as there are clusters in the first partition. For a global anal-
ysis, we apply the corrected Rand index [6] to compare two
partitions. The F-measure takes a value in the range [0,+1],
whereas the corrected Rand index values are in the range
[-1,+1]. In both cases, the value 1 indicates a perfect agree-
ment and values near 0 correspond to cluster agreements
found by chance.

3.2. Results and discussion

The values of the corrected Rand index reveal that the
results from the local independent clustering are very dif-
ferent from those of the global and local dependent cluster-
ing (cf. figure 1). These differences are confirmed by the



Figure 1. Corrected Rand index values computed partition by partition

Figure 2. F-measure values computed cluster by cluster



F-measure. As we obtain 10 values (one per cluster) from
the F-measure for each month, we trace the corresponding
boxplot to summarise these values (cf. figure 2). We can
see by the confrontation of the local independent cluster-
ing versus the global clustering that there are almost always
low values, i.e., certain clusters resulting from the localin-
dependent clustering are not found by the global clustering.
We can also notice that the local previous clustering does
not give very different results from those obtained by the
local dependent clustering.

Using a cluster-by-cluster confrontation via the F-
measure between the global clustering and the local de-
pendent and independent clustering, we refine the analy-
sis. What appears quite clearly is that the clusters are very
stable over time if we apply the local dependent clustering
method. In fact, no value is lower than 0.877, which rep-
resents a very good score. On the other hand, in the case
of local independent clustering, we detect clusters that are
very different from those obtained by the global clustering
(some values are lower than 0.5).

In sum, we can say that the local dependent clustering
method shows that the clusters obtained change very lit-
tle or do not change at all, whereas the local independent
clustering method is more sensitive to changes which occur
from one time sub-period to another.

4. Conclusion

In this article, we addressed the problems of process-
ing dynamic data in the WUM domain. The questions dis-
cussed highlight the need to define or adapt methods to ex-
tract knowledge and to follow the evolution of this type of
data.

Although many powerful knowledge discovery methods
have been proposed for WUM, very little work has been
devoted to handling problems related to data that can evolve
over time.

Through our experiments, we showed that the analysis of
dynamic data by time sub-periods offers a certain number of
advantages such as making the method sensitive to cluster
changes over time. Analysing changes in clusters over time
can provide important clues about the changing nature of
how a web site is used, as well as any changing loyalties
of its users. Furthermore, as our approach splits the data
and concentrates the analysis on fewer sub-sets, some con-
straints regarding hardware limitations could be overcome.

Possible future work could involve applying other clus-
tering methods and implementating techniques that enable
the automatic discovery of the number of clusters as well as
identifying fusions and splits over time.
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